You are wondering why I killed him. That is one sentence that will keep the reader in a tense state until the end of this book. The enigmatic life of the pianist Youri is overwhelming Eline. Many questions are raised about her own childhood. In broad daylight a stone with a mysterious note was thrown through her window and there begins a confusing quest. This is a compelling and touching novel about a carefree teenage full of confidence towards a mature woman full of questions and doubts. It is a surprising and exciting book about love and dilemmas in life. Ben Bouter (1948) worked for more than ten years as the editor of major Dutch magazines and previously wrote the bestseller Whistling Through Life, with a circulation of over 40,000 copies. Since 2007, he lives in Spain with his wife Marise and focuses on writing books and short stories. About Whistling Through Life, a gynecologist wrote: The book changed my life. Bouter also wrote the novel Sculpture. Have a look at: www.benbouterboeken.com
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